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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON, 1941-1963

By WILLIAM WHITE

This bibliography of Edwin Arlington Robinson is a supplement to Charles Beecher Hogan's "Edwin Arlington Robinson: New Bibliographical Notes," The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America (New York), Vol. XXXV, pp. 115-144, Second Quarter 1941, which itself supplements Mr. Hogan's admirable A Bibliography of Edwin Arlington Robinson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1936). I have followed Mr. Hogan's organization and style, with some slight modifications, particularly in the descriptions of books by Robinson. Although an attempt has been made to be as complete as possible, I certainly do not approach Mr. Hogan's work in this respect. While he says (on p. iii of his Bibliography) that his book is "intended primarily for collectors," the present supplement is meant for scholars and critics who would like to know what has been written on the creator of "Luke Havergal" and "Miniver Cheevy" in the past twenty-two years.

PART I. WORKS SEPARATELY PUBLISHED

Letters to Howard George Schmitt
1943

LETTERS / OF / Edwin Arlington Robinson (in red) / TO / Howard George Schmitt / (flower in red) / Edited by Carl J. Weber / WATERVILLE, MAINE / COLBY COLLEGE LIBRARY / 1943 /

Pp. [i]-[viii], [1]-31, [32]-[40]. Issued in decorated paper in purple, pink and black on boards, with white backstrap. Printed in black on spine, reading upwards: LETTERS OF
2 Colby Library Quarterly

EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON TO HOWARD GEORGE SCHMITT. Commentary between the 66 letters and notes by Carl J. Weber. 200 numbered copies. Fore and bottom edges trimmed; top edge trimmed. The leaves measure 24 by 15.2 cms.

The letters are dated from January 9, 1929 to January 22, 1935.

Untriangulated Stars

1947

Untriangulated / Stars / LETTERS OF / EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON / TO HARRY DE FOREST SMITH / 1890-1905 / EDITED BY DENHAM SUTCLIFFE / • HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS—CAMBRIDGE—1947 • (Six stars, irregularly arranged, around title)

Pp. [i]-xxvii, [xxviii], [1]-348. Issued in red cloth. Stamped in gold on purple design on front cover: Untriangulated / Stars (Six stars, irregularly arranged, around title. Stamped in purple on spine: (star in gold / EDITED BY / DENHAM / SUTCLIFFE / UNTRIANGULATED STARS (in gold on purple design, reading downwards) / HARVARD / UNIVERSITY / PRESS / (rule in gold) / ) All edges trimmed. The leaves measure 22.2 by 15 cms.

Preface, by Denham Sutcliffe, pp. ix-xi; introduction, pp. xiii-xxvii; notes, pp. 311-327; index, pp. 331-348.

The letters are dated from September 27, 1890 to August 30, 1905.

Vachel Lindsay

1948


Colby Library Quarterly


Tilbury Town

1953

TILBURY TOWN / SELECTED POEMS OF / EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON / Introduction and Notes / by LAWRENCE THOMPSON / THE MACMILLAN COMPANY / NEW YORK 1953 / (Title-page printed in black on blue with white border)

Pp. [i]-xvi. [1]-144. Issued in blue cloth with black backstrap. Stamped in silver on front cover: TILBURY TOWN / Selected Poems of / Edwin Arlington Robinson / . Stamped in silver on spine, reading downwards: TILBURY TOWN • Selected Poems of Edwin Arlington Robinson • MACMILLAN / . All edges trimmed. The leaves measure 22.3 by 15.2 cms.


Selected Early Poems and Letters

(Three decorations) / Edwin Arlington Robinson / Selected Early Poems / and Letters / EDITED BY CHARLES T. DAVIS / Princeton University / Holt, Rinehart and Winston / NEW YORK /

Pp. [i]-[xxxii], [xxxiii], [1]-238, [239-240, advertisements]. Issued in salmon colored paperback. Printed in black on front
PART III. WORK ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN PERIODICALS

1941

1942

1943
SOME ROBINSON LETTERS IN MY COLLECTION, by Howard George Schmitt. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. I, pp. 8-12, January.

1947
A NEW POEM BY EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON, by


* * *

PART IV. BIOGRAPHICAL AND CRITICAL MATERIAL DEALING WITH ROBINSON

I. BOOKS

1942


1960

Colby Library Quarterly


1943


1944

- Edwin Arlington Robinson at Colby College. Waterville, Maine: Colby College Library. 4 pp.

1945

- One Word After Another, by Warren Sturgis McCulloch. Chicago: Chicago Literary Club. 28 pp. [Tribute to Edwin Arlington Robinson, read before the club on March 12, 1945.]

1946


1948

Colby Library Quarterly


1949


1950


1952


1954


1955


1957


1958

Colby Library Quarterly 9

1959


1960


1961


1962


1963
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II. Periodicals

1941


1942


1943


1944

STUDIES IN EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON, by Louise Dauner. University of Iowa Programs Announcing Candidates for Higher Degrees (Iowa City).

12 Colby Library Quarterly


1945


Three Studies of E. A. Robinson: His Male Characters, His Emergence, and His Contemporaneous Reputation, by Richard Crowder. University of Iowa Programs Announcing Candidates for Higher Degrees (Iowa City).


Colby Library Quarterly 13


1946


1947


ROBINSON’S “SONNET: OH FOR A POET,” by M. N. O. The
14 Colby Library Quarterly

*Explicator* (Columbia, South Carolina), Vol. V, Query 21, May.


1948


Colby Library Quarterly

1949

TWO FRIENDS OF ROBINSON [by Carl J. Weber]. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. II, pp. 147-152, February.


TRADITIONALISM IN AMERICAN POETRY, by Henry Steele Com­mager. The Nineteenth Century and After (London), Vol. CXLVI, pp. 311-326, November.


1950


16  Colby Library Quarterly

College English (Champaign, Illinois), Vol. XII, p. 110, November.


1951

Robinson's "For a Dead Lady," by Edwin S. Fussell. The Explicator (Columbia, South Carolina), Vol. IX, Item 33, March.


1952


1953


1954

Colby Library Quarterly 17


1955


1956


18 Colby Library Quarterly

1957


1958


1959

Robinson and William James, by Robert D. Stevick. The University of Kansas City Review (Kansas City, Missouri), Vol. XXV, pp. 293-301, June.


1960


In Memoriam: Edwin Arlington Robinson [by Richard Cary.] Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. V, p. 169, December. [See also, Editor's Epilogue, p. 204.]

https://digitalcommons.colby.edu/cq/vol7/iss1/3
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1961


1962


COMPREHENSIVE CRITICISM: A HUMANISTIC DISCIPLINE, by
20  Colby Library Quarterly


A Reading of “MINIVER CHEEVY,” by Laurence Perrine. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. VI, pp. 65-74, June.

Contemporary Reference to Robinson’s Arthurian Poems, by Laurence Perrine. Twentieth Century Literature (Denver), Vol. VIII, pp. 74-82, July.

Symbol and Theme in “Mr. Flood’s Party,” by James L. Allen, Jr. Mississippi Quarterly (State College, Mississippi), Vol. XV, pp. 139-143, Fall.


1963


Toquerville as a Source for Robinson’s “Man Against the Sky,” by Fred Somkin. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. VI, pp. 245-247, June.

Avon’s Harvest Re-examined, by Ronald Moran. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. VI, pp. 247-254, June.

Robinson Bonanza [by Richard Cary]. Colby Library Quarterly (Waterville, Maine), Ser. VI, p. 261, June. [About 54 Robinson letters to Arthur Davis Variell.]

Robinson’s “Firelight,” by James D. Barry. The Explicator
III. REVIEWS OF INDIVIDUAL BOOKS

Edwin Arlington Robinson: A Biography, by Hermann Hagedorn


Philosophy in the Poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Estelle Kaplan


Selected Letters of Edwin Arlington Robinson


FAITH IN THE PIECES, by Frances Wentworth Knickerbocker.
Colby Library Quarterly


Edwin Arlington Robinson and His Manuscripts, by Esther Willard Bates


Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Yvor Winters


EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON, by George Snell. The San Francisco Chronicle (San Francisco), April 13, 1947, p. 20.


Colby Library Quarterly 23


Untriangulated Stars


UNTRIANGULATED STARS. The Times Literary Supplement (London), February 21, 1948, p. 111.


UNTRIANGULATED STARS. Wisconsin Library Bulletin (Madison), Vol. XLIV, p. 82. April 1948.


Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Emery Neff

E. A. ROBINSON — A NEW STUDY, by Robert Davis Gorham.


The Library of Edwin Arlington Robinson, by James Humphry, III


Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Ellsworth Barnard


Colby Library Quarterly

Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Edwin S. Fussell


Selected Early Poems and Letters